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5. France

On 16 March 2020, Emmanuel Macron, President of the French Republic, declared that his country was ‘at war’ against the new COVID-19 virus, a declaration followed by the implementation of a lockdown policy that partly ended on 11 May. Since the beginning of the crisis, Macron had expressed his fears concerning the lack of coordination at the European level which could lead to the consolidation of populism around the world. Simultaneously, he recalled the irresponsibility and the lack of solidarity of populists that ‘don’t protect you [in times of] crisis [and] don’t protect you the next day.’47 Following a minimal definition of populism, based on people-centrism and anti-elitism,48 two populist parties can be identified in France: Marine Le Pen’s radical right Rassemblement national (National Rally, RN) and Jean-Luc Mélenchon’s radical left France insoumise (Unbowed France, FI). Both mobilize a people/elite dichotomy to address the crisis, and construct each of those categories in an exclusionary or inclusionary way depending on their respective ideologies. During the same period, the political establishment increased its anti-populist discourse in a bid to give more legitimacy to experts.

Both the RN and FI called for respect of the lockdown while still criticizing the government’s reaction considered as disorganized by Mélenchon, and as too permissive by Le Pen. They both consider that the COVID-19 pandemic validates their respective ideologies, and they see the crisis as an opportunity to build a ‘new world.’ According to them, the crisis: (1) shows the failures of neo-liberalism; (2) validates the importance of regaining France’s lost sovereignty; (3) reveals the authoritarian tendencies of liberalism; (4) highlights the failure of the European Union. Although they both develop a sovereignist, anti-establishment and critical discourse regarding globalization, the projects they defend differ.

The RN identifies globalization and open frontiers as the main culprits of the pandemic. Le Pen continues to draw a people/elite dichotomy associated with an exclusionary frontier between ‘native-born French’ and ‘immigrants.’ She argues that the government mismanaged the crisis by giving priority to ‘migrants’ over residential care homes for senior citizens (Ehpad), and by increasing violence after allowing some early-release of prisoners. According to Le Pen, this (dis)organization testifies the ‘collapse of the sovereign and managing functions of the State.’ Therefore, the government effectively ‘contribute[d] to deepen[ing] the confidence divide between the French people and their ruling elites.’49 She insists on the fact that the lockdown is not respected in sensitive urban zones and draws a new frontier between ‘disciplined native French people’ and ‘unruly immigrants.’50

On the other side, Mélenchon considers that the pandemic is due to an ‘ecological crisis.’ He warns against the ‘shock doctrine’, which could lead to an authoritarian liberalism by imposing anti-social measures and by adopting measures that threaten freedom such as the state of health emergency and tracking. One can observe an important shift in his speech. Whereas in 2017 Mélenchon chose to leave aside the rhetoric of the left,51 he now mobilizes signifiers

47 Victor Mallet & Roula Khalaf, ‘FT Interview: Emmanuel Macron says it is time to think the unthinkable,’ Financial Times, 16 April 2020, https://www.ft.com/content/3eaa8d790-7f91-11ea-8fde-7ec06edeef84 (accessed 13 May 2020).
51 Paolo Chiocchetti, ‘Make way for the people! Left-wing populism in the rhetoric of Jean-Luc Mélenchon’s 2012 and 2017 presidential campaigns,’ in Giorgos Charalambous & Gregoris Ioannou (Eds) Left Radicalism and Populism
from socialist ideology: collectivism, planning, requisitioning. He adds to this rhetoric a post-Marxist and Green dimension, for instance by explaining that the future world should be based on ‘ecological collectivism.’ He draws three oppositions. Firstly, he continues to rely on an opposition between a ‘German Europe’ and its ‘rogue leaders’ versus a ‘Latin Europe’ of ‘sincere Europeans.’ He also attempts a reversal of the stigma by opposing ‘ideologues’ (the liberals blinded by their ideology) to ‘organized pragmatists’ (the opposition represented by FI). Thirdly, he opposes ‘liberals’ (‘every man for himself’), represented by Emmanuel Macron, to ‘collectivists’ (‘all together’), represented by his movement. He continues to construct ‘the people’ in an inclusionary way by deploying a strategy of ‘common causes’ which targets ‘the weakest, the most isolated, the most destitute’ citizens facing the neo-liberal offensive.

Since the beginning of the crisis, mass media have regularly pointed out the ‘blindness’, the ‘denial’, and the opportunism of populists who would have ‘take[n] advantage of the anger.’ More generally, the French establishment has warned against the ‘populist threat’ in three ways. Firstly, by accusing populist actors of merely criticizing without putting forward any concrete solutions. Secondly, by further emphasizing the role of experts in the public space. Both the RN and FI responded to this ‘technocratization’ of the debate by condemning the ‘lies’ of the executive and asked, once the crisis is over, the government to be accountable to the citizens. This rhetoric is fuelled, and largely justified, by the controversies linked to the executive’s lies revealed by Mediapart in April 2020 – negation of the shortage of masks and circulation of false information on the worthlessness of wearing masks to slow down the pandemic. Mélenchon has also, repeatedly, warned against the dangers of a ‘lockdown of democracy’ and the ‘omniscience of experts.’ Thirdly, populists have been accused of spreading conspiracy theories according to which the virus has directly originated from a Chinese laboratory. In fact, contrary to Mélenchon who rejects such ‘theories,’ Le Pen declared it was legitimate to ‘doubt’ and 40% of her voters think the virus was created ‘intentionally’ (this view is adopted by only 19% of Mélenchon’s voters).

The controversy around Didier Raoult, an international renowned infectious disease expert, Professor of microbiology in Marseille, illustrates the debates around populism and expertise well. His figure has been highly operationalised within conspiracy circles but also by populist actors. Raoult began to gain notoriety after claiming he had found a treatment for COVID-19 based on chloroquine. He quickly became one of the favorite public personas in France. Often accused of ‘health populism,’ he divides the medical and political establishment, mainly because of his scientific methods, and is sometimes described as a ‘charlatan,’ others as a ‘genius.’ Both

RN (in favor of a generalized prescription of chloroquine) and FI (Mélenchon considers Raoult ‘too hated by “important” people to not arouse interest’) took him seriously. Given his growing notoriety, the government also showed interest in his research despite the controversies surrounding him. On 11 March, Raoult was chosen as a member to sit on the COVID-19 scientific council (although he eventually refused), and Macron visited him on 9 April, qualifying him as a ‘great scientist.’ However, the presidency then insisted that this visit did not mean ‘legitimizing [Raoul]’s scientific protocol.’

In contrast to other European countries, in France the confidence in the executive has fallen during the COVID-19 crisis. At the end of April, 80% of French people considered that the government had made ‘mistakes’ during the crisis, and only 39% of the population considered that it ‘managed the crisis well.’ In the absence of any serious and recent study on voting intentions, it is difficult to estimate if populist actors will benefit from this crisis or not. However, recent polls showed that the COVID-19 crisis increased distrust towards globalization and ‘exacerbated the social and political divide.’ If this tendency is confirmed in the near future, it could indeed boost the popularity of populist actors in the long run.
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The Populism Research Group (PRG) at Loughborough University was established in 2018 and is hosted at the School of Social Sciences and Humanities. The Group has contributed since to the development of a dynamic intellectual community for postgraduate researchers and members of staff working on different aspects of the populist phenomenon, organizing several events and activities, while coordinating with other groups and external networks with the aim to promote international collaborative research. For more information, please visit the Group’s webpage: https://www.lboro.ac.uk/subjects/politics-international-studies/research/prg

Populism is dynamically and unexpectedly back on the agenda. Latin American governments that dismissed the so-called “Washington consensus” and extreme right-wing parties and movements in Europe advancing xenophobic and racist stereotypes exemplify this trend. More recently, emerging social movements and parties in Southern Europe that resisted the current administration of the global financial crisis, the Tea Party movement and the Trump presidency in the US have also been branded “populist”. The POPULISMUS research project aims at the comparative mapping of the populist discourse articulated by such sources in order to facilitate a reassessment of the category of “populism” and to develop a theoretical approach capable of reorienting the empirical analysis of populist ideologies in the global environment of the 21st century. Building on the theoretical basis offered by the discourse theory developed by the so-called “Essex School”, POPULISMUS adopts a discursive methodological framework in order to explore the multiple expressions of populist politics, to highlight the need to study the emerging cleavage between populism and anti-populism and to assess the effects this has on the quality of democracy. Through the dissemination of its research findings we anticipate that the synthetic analysis of populist discourse it puts forward and the emerging evaluation of populism’s complex and often ambivalent relationship with democracy will advance the relevant scientific knowledge, also enabling the deepening of democratic culture in times of crisis. POPULISMUS website: http://www.populismus.gr